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The Zionist occupation occupational government or Zionist-occupied government (ZOG), sometimes also referred to as the Jewish occupational government (JOG), is an antisemitic conspiracy theory claiming Jews secretly control the governments of Western states. According to believers, a secret Zionist organization controls international banks, and through them the ...

Self-hating Jew or self-loathing Jew, both associated with auto-antisemitism, is a term which is used to describe Jews who hold antisemitic views. The concept gained widespread currency after Theodor Lessing's 1930 book Der jüdische Selbsthaß (Jewish Self-hatred), which sought to explain a perceived inclination among Jewish intellectuals, toward inciting antisemitism, by stating their views

How White Supremacy Returned to Mainstream Politics
Jul 01, 2020 · It then
spread of white nationalism in U.S. politics. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, in which a group of Jewish intellectuals in the Frankfurt School are

Antisemitism in American History
A map of early Jewish congregations in the 13 colonies. 19th-Century Immigration from Europe. From 1830-1860, some 200,000 more Jewish immigrants arrived from Central Europe, motivated to find economic opportunity and leave behind those antisemitic restrictions limiting Jewish marriage, business and professional life. 6 Jon Efron, The Jews: A History (Pearson, 2009), 326.
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arose out of a close and yet conflicted relationship with Judaism. In about 30 c.e. Roman authorities in Palestine, with the cooperation of Jewish leaders, executed Jesus on a charge of

of Jesus reported having seen him alive.

Savoring the Haterade: Why Jews Love Dara Horn’s ‘People
Oct 20, 2021 · Christian Nationalism. Ben Zion Dinur, Ben Zion Netanyahu, and a cadre of others. The stated agenda was pretty simple: the diaspora is bad for the Jews, even when it seems good, and the only way to ensure safety is for Jews to have a state of their own. As Transition Looms, Jewish Studies is Mired in Controversy;